Abstract. Let M be an oriented S 2 -bundle over a compact Riemann surface Σ. We show that up to diffeomorphism there is at most one symplectic form on M in each cohomology class. Since the possible cohomology classes of symplectic forms on M are known, this completes the classification of symplectic forms on these manifolds. Our proof relies on a simplification of our previous arguments and on the equivalence between Gromov and Seiberg-Witten invariants that we apply twice.
Introduction
A 4-manifold (M, ω) is said to be ruled if it is the total space of an S 2 -fibration π : M → Σ. A symplectic form ω on a ruled manifold M is compatible with the ruling π if it is nondegenerate on the fibers. The ruling π is then said to be symplectic. The paper [6] made a start on classifying ruled manifolds up to symplectomorphism. However, contrary to what was claimed in [6] , the arguments there only work under a somewhat restrictive cohomological assumption: see Lalonde [2] or McDuff [6] Erratum. In this note we complete the classification of ruled symplectic submanifolds, proving the following theorem. Remark. Note that the classification up to diffeomorphism is the best that one can achieve at present because it is not yet known whether there is a diffeomorphism f of S 2 × S 2 that acts trivially on homology but which is not isotopic to the identity. If such a diffeomorphism did exist then there would be two cohomologous but nonisotopic symplectic forms on S 2 × S 2 . To see this, let ω = ω 0 ⊕ ω 0 be a split form, and consider the symplectic form ω = f * (ω), which is cohomologous to ω. If ω were isotopic to ω, there would be an isotopy g t from the identity to g 1 with g * 1 (ω) = ω . Then h = fg
would be ω-symplectic and, since it acts trivially on homology, it would be isotopic to the identity by Gromov's characterization of Dif f ω (S 2 × S 2 ). But then the family h t g t would join the identity to f , a contradiction. In fact, this argument shows that there is a bijection between isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of S 2 × S 2 that act trivially on homology and isotopy classes of cohomologous symplectic forms on S 2 × S 2 . The first step in proving this theorem is to show that every symplectic form ω on a ruled 4-manifold M is compatible with some ruling. It was shown by McDuff [6] that any symplectic 4-manifold which contains a symplectically embedded 2-sphere S of nonnegative self-intersection is a blow-up either of CP 2 or of a ruled manifold. In particular, if S is a symplectically embedded 2-sphere with S · S = 0 and if M − S is minimal (that is, it contains no symplectically embedded 2-spheres of self-intersection −1), then S may be included in a symplectic ruling of M . Therefore, to complete this first step, one just has to produce a suitable sphere S. The existence of such S was proved by Li-Liu [5] and subsequently by Ohta-Ono [12] , using Taubes's recent work in [14, 15] relating Gromov invariants to Seiberg-Witten invariants.
1 Because any two rulings of a given 4-manifold are diffeomorphic, this first step shows that it is sufficient to prove the last sentence of the main theorem.
The next step involves considering the structure of symplectically ruled manifolds. The first result in this direction is due to Gromov, who in his pioneering paper [1] established uniqueness when the base is a sphere of the same size as the fiber and the fibration admits a symplectic section of zero self-intersection. McDuff in [6, 7, 9] extended his methods to prove uniqueness for all ruled surfaces with the sphere or torus as base. She also proved the following result which will be the starting point of the current proof. Recall that two symplectic forms are said to be deformation equivalent (or pseudoisotopic) or if they may be joined by a path of symplectic but not necessarily cohomologous forms (such paths will be called deformation paths), while they are isotopic if the path ω t consists of cohomologous symplectic forms (these paths are called isotopies). In the latter case, Moser stability implies that there is a path of diffeomorphisms φ t of M starting at the identity such that φ * t (ω t ) = ω 0 .
Proposition 1.2 ([6]). All symplectic forms on a ruled manifold compat-ible with a given ruling are deformation equivalent.
This proposition is proved by enlarging the base to make enough room in which to cut open the ruled surface over a set of loops in the base. This yields a ruled surface over a cell in R 2 with a symplectic form which is standard near the boundary of the cell. One can then complete this to a ruled surface over S 2 and invoke uniqueness for ruled surfaces over S 2 . The aim of this paper is to show: Proposition 1.3. Let ω, ω be two cohomologous symplectic forms compatible with a given ruling. If they are deformation equivalent, then they are isotopic.
Clearly, in view of what has been said above, this proposition completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
In our previous papers [8, 2, 9], we proved this proposition only under restrictive hypotheses on the cohomology class of the symplectic forms. In the next section of this paper, we exploit an idea in Lalonde [2] which simplifies the main line of argument and reduces the proof of the above Proposition to the computation of some Gromov invariant. Then, in the last section, we compute that invariant with the help of Taubes' equivalence between Gromov and Seiberg-Witten invariants.
A complete and self-contained article on the classification of rational and ruled symplectic 4-manifolds will appear in [3] .
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The inflation procedure
In this section we explain how to use a suitable family of symplectic submanifolds Z t to change a deformation path into an isotopy. The submanifolds Z t are constructed in the next section.
Recall that for each base Σ, there are exactly two S 2 -bundles up to fiberwise diffeomorphism: the trivial bundle π : Σ × S 2 → Σ and the non-trivial one π : M Σ → Σ. (If we think of M as the projectivization of a rank 2 complex vector bundle E over Σ, then these bundles may be distinguished by the Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 (E), which is zero in the trivial case and nonzero otherwise.) We will suppose that both the fiber F and base Σ are oriented and, without loss of generality, will only consider symplectic forms compatible with these orientations.
For simplicity we will first explain the proof for the trivial bundle, and will write {a F , a Σ } for the basis of H 2 (Σ × S 2 ; R) which is dual to the homology basis
Clearly, there is a (compatibly oriented) symplectic form in the class xa F + ya Σ if and only if x, y > 0. Proof. Let S t be a 1-parameter family of τ t -symplectic 2-spheres in class [F ] . (These can be constructed as J t -holomorphic curves, where J t is a generic family of τ t -tame almost complex structures: see [3] for example.) Following an argument of [2] , we use the two families S t and Z t to transform the deformation path τ t into a genuine isotopy with same endpoints τ 0 , τ 1 .
The first step is to construct smooth families of forms σ t , ρ t which represent the Poincaré duals of S t , Z t respectively, and are such that the forms τ t + sσ t and τ t + rρ t are symplectic for all s, r ≥ 0 and all t. Here is a construction for the forms σ t . Because S t has trivial normal bundle, the symplectic neighborhood theorem (see [11] for example) implies that there is a smooth family of diffeomorphisms ψ t of a neighborhood N (S t ) of S t into a neighborhood of S 
Calculating the Gromov invariants of ruled 4-manifolds
The Gromov invariants of the symplectic 4-manifold (M, ω) defined by Taubes in [14] roughly speaking count the number of J-holomorphic curves in a given homology class A. More precisely, given A ∈ H 2 (M ; Z) put k(A) = 1 2 (c 1 (A) + A · A) and choose a set Ω of k(A) distinct points in M . Then, for each ω-tame almost complex stucture J, let H J (A) be the set of all pairs (φ, C) which satisfy the following conditions:
• φ is a J-holomorphic map from the possibly disconnected but closed Riemann surface
Taubes shows that for generic J there are a finite number of elements of H J (A). Moreover, if C i , i = 1, . . . , k, are the components of C, the restriction φ i of φ to the component C i is an embedding, except possibly if C i is a torus. (In this case, φ i could be the multiple covering of an embedding, and extra information is needed to count them: see [16] . However, this case is not relevant to our work here.) Each map φ i inherits a natural sign ε i = ±1 from the moduli space to which it belongs, and we define the sign of φ itself to be
The Gromov invariant is then defined as:
The next proposition shows that all we have to do to find the submanifolds Z t needed in Proposition 2.1 is calculate some Gromov invariant. Proof. Let J be the space of all C ∞ almost complex structures on M which are τ t -tame for some t ∈ [0, 1], and let J t be a path in J which joins a generic τ 0 -tame almost complex structure J 0 to a generic τ 1 -tame element J 1 . We show below that for all t the set H J t (A) contains only connected curves. This means that H J t (A) is a subset of the moduli space of J tholomorphic A-curves (it consists of all curves through the k(A) points of Ω), and the theory of J-holomorphic curves shows that for generic path J t (with fixed endpoints), the set perturbing everything if necessary, we may assume that β is smooth. Then reparametrize τ t to be the family
and set Z t equal to the image of φ t . Note that, by Taubes' definition of the Gromov invariant, each φ t must be an embedding when g > 1. When g = 1, the choice of n in the statement of the proposition means that the class A is primitive. Hence the elliptic curve φ t cannot be a multiple covering and must therefore be embedded. It remains to show that H J (A) consists of connected curves. Suppose that (φ, C) ∈ H J (A) has connected components in the (nonzero) classes Thus it remains to calculate some Gromov invariants. The direct way to do this is to find a generic almost complex structure (if one is lucky it will be integrable) and then count the relevant J-holomorphic curves. This approach is manageable when A is the class of a section, and was used in [8, 9] to classify symplectic ruled surfaces over the torus. When the base has genus > 1 the above proposition shows that we need to look at more general classes A. No doubt, a similar approach via complex analysis would work for these classes. The main difficulty that we see in implementing this would be in finding suitable generic complex structures, or, more generally, in finding a framework in which one could deal with nongeneric complex structures. The calculation of the invariants would then rely on essentially the same computation as that needed to establish the wallcrossing formula that we use below. However, since we have already used Taubes's results (to show that every symplectic form on a ruled manifold is compatible with some ruling), and since they lead easily to the result we need now, we will go by that route.
From their definition, it is clear that the Gromov invariants of (M, ω) depend only on the deformation class of ω. Taubes's main result is that they coincide with certain Seiberg-Witten invariants and so depend only on the smooth structure of M together with the first Chern class c 1 (J) of any ω-tame almost complex structure J. We must state his result somewhat carefully since ruled surfaces have b + 2 = 1, which means that the Seiberg-Witten invariants depend both on the metric and the perturbation used to define them. Normally we will consider metrics of the form g J defined by
where here we assume that J is ω-compatible, ie that ω(Jv, Jw) = ω(v, w) as well as ω(v, Jv) > 0.
To be consistent with usual notation we denote by K the complex line bundle with first Chern class −c 1 (ω) and let E be a complex line bundle whose Chern class c 1 
The (perturbed) Seiberg-Witten equations on W E may be written as
where F + A is the self-dual part of the curvature of a connection A on L E , σ is a quadratic function of the spinor Φ, and η is a real self-dual 2-form. The number of solutions of equations (1) (counted with sign) is independent of the choice of J and η as these vary along a generic path (J t , η t ) provided that this path does not cross the "wall" where there are reducible solutions. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1 it remains to show that SW K (L E ) is nonzero for e = (g − 1)a Σ + na F , where n ≥ g. As observed by Li-Liu and Ohta-Ono, this can be done by using a wall-crossing formula. The point is that ruled surfaces always have metrics g of positive scalar curvature, and it is well-known that the unperturbed Seiberg-Witten equations have no solutions in this case. Further, the number of times that a path from the pair (g, 0) to a Taubes pair (g J , η r ) crosses the wall is 1 (when counted with multiplicities). Therefore, provided that the wall-crossing number (that is the jump in the number of Seiberg-Witten solutions) is nonzero for the class e, the Taubes invariant SW K (L E ) will be nonzero.
3 By calculating this wall-crossing number, one shows: g .
